Grow your business with global, highly secure and scalable connections

Communicate quickly and reliably, virtually anywhere
Choose a highly secure and reliable provider to route your voice, data and video traffic over one of the world’s most powerful and advanced (MPLS) networks.

Expand local and globally, whenever you need to
With the world’s largest IP network, we can help you quickly extend your retail operations to meet your growing demand.

Keep your last mile operations running in virtually any situation
Keep your data moving, even in unforeseen circumstances with wireless back-up capabilities, running over the nation’s fastest 4G LTE network.

Stand up new sites in days and add new services in minutes
Dynamic provisioning of resources, solutions and applications helps extend and expand your business connectivity as quickly as you need it.
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Inspire and engage your consumers to stay longer

Reach consumers virtually wherever they are

- In-store
- Online
- Mobile
- Call center

Connect to your consumers anywhere, anytime and anyplace. With one global solution provider, you can create an optimal commerce experience and deliver an engaging interaction with your brand:

- Deliver relevant mobile campaigns and rich mobile app capabilities to drive revenues inside and outside of the store.

Elevate service and engagement levels in-store

- Transform associate interactions with powerful mobile apps. Revitalize in-store environments through rich media and relevant messaging.

Enhance the experience outside of the store

- Deliver a consistent, content-rich online experience with a high-performance e-commerce environment.

Help them connect, when and how they want

- Implement a single, streamlined and responsive contact center operation to serve each consumer through their channel of choice.
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The value of consumer data makes retailers a prime target for attacks. How do you balance this threat against competitive pressures and innovation demands?

With our managed security solutions you can get ahead of these challenges.

We can help you:

- Innovate with confidence
- Protect your brand
- Prevent, detect and respond to cyber threats
- Manage cyber risks and utilize adoptive threat intelligence

Stay ahead of your cybersecurity challenges

Help protect corporate and consumer data

- Comply with PCI regulations and manage security requirements across locations
- Safeguard web applications and e-commerce sites
- Keep critical IT systems online

Help improve detection and response to cyber threats

- Investigate and resolve incidents of all sizes
- Identify emerging threats and develop countermeasures
- Monitor and manage networks, platforms and security devices 24x7

Prepare for advanced threats

- Evaluate vulnerabilities
- Define a risk-based security strategy
- Improve security across networks, devices and critical data

Stay compliant and current

- Keep policies, protocols and procedures up to date and compliant
- Educate employees how to handle sensitive data
**Achieve endpoint visibility throughout your seamless supply chain**

**Track the location and status of your assets from the factory to the store**

- Monitor: GPS, Temperature, Pressure, Shock, Light, Motion

Keep a closer eye on the timing and quality of your shipments. Leverage mobile push communications to stay in touch with your supply chain personnel.

**Enhance inventory visibility across your supply chain**

Optimize revenue and increase consumer retention by having the right product, at the right place, at the right time.

**Collaborate easily from virtually anywhere in the world**

Collaborate from virtually anywhere in the world.

**Increase the productivity of your global office and remote employees with an easy-to-use collaboration solution.**

**Improve reverse supply chain efficiency**

Speed defective returns to suppliers.
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Engage with your consumers on a hyper-local level

Deepen your understanding of shopper segments

Find out which key demographic groups visit your stores, on which days and times they visit, and which zip codes they come from.

Learn what influences their buying choices

Analyze Wi-Fi data to understand how consumers use online resources while in-store, including competitor sites.

Discover how purchases happen

Combine data from Wi-Fi and camera analytics to understand the full shopper engagement experience within the store.

See the bigger picture, seize the opportunity

Gain a more accurate and complete understanding of what your consumers want, when and how they want it, to deliver an optimal shopping experience. All built on the foundation of a highly secure and robust Wi-Fi solution.

NOTE: Consumer information is only reported in a group or aggregate format—individual consumer identities remain anonymous unless express opt-in has been provided.